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1. The Problem

4. EC-SGD-DIANA

6. Numerical Experiments

Problem: Distributed optimization / training, where n workers (devices /  
clients) jointly solve a problem by communicating with a central server.

Assumptions: Smoothness and convexity of local loss functions and
quasi-strong convexity of their average:

We conducted several numerical experiments on logistic regression
problem with L2-regularization:
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Options for :
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5. General Framework
The assumption below covers a very broad class of methods:

2. Our Contributions
The first linearly converging error compensated SGD method

General theoretical framework covering error compensated
methods, methods with delayed updates and non-distributed
methods
In one theorem, we recover the sharpest rates for all known
special cases

16 new methods fitting our framework: 8 error-compensated
methods, 7 methods with delayed updates and DIANA with bi-
directional compression

The key bottleneck comes from the high cost of communication. 
However, one can handle this using compression of messages. 

Reflects smoothness properties of the problem and noises introduced by
compressions and stochastic gradients
Describes the process of variance reduction of the variance coming from
compressions
Describes the process of variance reduction of the variance coming from
stochastic gradients

See more examples of methods (with delayed updates and without error
feedback) fitting our framework together with the rates in weakly convex
case in our paper.
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1 Server broadcasts new parameters

2 Workers compute stochastic gradients
in parallel

3 Compression

4 Devices send compressed
vectors and update unsent
information

5 Server gathers the information
and updates the parameters

6 Repeat steps 1 – 5

The main innovation is reflected in the definition of      :

“Learned shift vectors” are the key to get linear convergence:

3. Compression Operators
Unbiased compressors Biased compressors

There is good theory for methods with unbiased compressors: 
there exist linearly converging SGD-like methods [1, 2].
However, Parallel-SGD with biased compressors diverges
exponentially fast on some problems [3].
One can fix this using error compensation (EC-SGD) [4]

but EC-SGD fails to converge linearly even when workers
compute full gradients.


